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in short, i had to do this once more, but this time i used the tnsname.ora and the
managed odac dll in the same /bin directory. this time i also installed the odac
for.net runtime into my oracle home to make sure the managed dll would work
against the new oracle version. if you want to experiment with this, you need to
install oracle12c_home on your own machine. if you want to download a 32/64

bit version then you have to use the 64/32 bit instructions. note that odac
runtime for.net does not require oracle 12c client. even though i was going for

odac runtime for.net in my own oracle 12c home, i found it easier to just use the
64/32 bit versions and then later on moved my odac home out of my oracle

home and into my custom odac home. if you are on a 64 bit machine you can get
64/32 bit version of odac runtime for.net by using the link below. otherwise, you
need to use the link provided above. i was trying to resolve such issues for more
than a month. i tried to install odac 11g r6 and again i faced such issues. finally i
did some research and found out that in odac 11g r6, they removed the old clr

2.0 driver and integrated with.net 4.0. in this article i will be discussing the
installation steps for odac 11g 64 bit. if you are not familiar with the installation

steps for odac, then you might want to check out the odac installation and
updating to odac 11g r6 article on oracle.com the installation and setup of odac
11g 64 bit is pretty much similar to odac 11g 32 bit. only difference i found is

that the odac installer creates a 32 bit application that contains the drivers and
components for the 32 bit applications. this is the reason why odac 11g 32 bit

installs correctly on any windows x86 platform but odac 11g 64 bit installs
correctly only on 64 bit windows platforms. the 64 bit odac installer will install
the components and drivers to support odac 11g 64 bit if the system is 64 bit.
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